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In this paper, we take the characteristic function approach to goodness-of-fit tests.
It has several advantages over existing methods: First, unlike the popular
comparison density function approach suggested in Parzen (1979), our approach is
applicable to both univariate and multivariate data; Second, in the case where the
null hypothesis is composite, the approach taken in this paper yields a test that is
superior to tests based on empirical distribution functions such as the Crame r
von Mises test, because on the one hand the asymptotic critical values of our test
are easily obtained from the standard normal distribution and are not affected by
- n-consistent estimation of the unknown parameters in the null hypothesis, and on
the other hand, our test extends that in Eubank and LaRiccia (1992) and hence is
more powerful than the Crame rvon Mises test for high-frequency alternatives.
 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Let X be an Rd-valued random vector with distribution function F(x),
x # Rd, where d is a positive integer, and F0(x) be a completely specified
distribution function on Rd. Suppose n i.i.d. observations, X1 , ..., Xn , are
available from the unknown distribution F( } ), goodness-of-fit tests refer to
tests for
H0 : F(x)=F0(x) against H1 : F(x){F0(x).
For univariate data (d=1), Parzen (1979) suggested that the comparison
density function
d(u)=
f (F &10 (u))
f0(F &10 (u))
, 0<u<1 (1)
be used to test for H0 , where f ( } ) and f0( } ) are density functions of F( } )
and F0( } ) respectively and F &10 (u)=inf[x : F0(x)u]. Note that d( } ) is
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the density function of the random variable V#F0(X ) which is uniformly
distributed iff H0 holds. Recently, based on non-parametric series estima-
tion of the comparison density function d( } ), Eubank and LaRiccia (1992)
proposed a consistent goodness-of-fit test for H0 against H1 and compared
their test with the well-known Crame rvon Mises test. In particular, they
showed that the Crame rvon Mises test has low power against high frequency
alternatives while their test may have large power against such alternatives.
They also suggested an alternative test which can be viewed as a compromise
between the above two tests. This approach was also used in Hong (1993)
(see also the references therein), which allows the presence of a finite number
of unknown parameters in the null hypothesis.
Although estimating the comparison density function leads to convenient
tests for univariate data, it is not clear how, if possible, to extend the defini-
tion of the comparison density function given in (1) to the multivariate
context so that tests for the goodness-of-fit of a multivariate distribution
function can be constructed in the same way as in Eubank and LaRiccia
(1992). This motivates us to consider an alternative approach, i.e., the
characteristic function approach to goodness-of-fit tests.
By adopting the characteristic function approach in this paper, we develop
several tests for H0 versus H1 : one directional test which is useful when
certain information about the direction of departure from H0 is available;
and three consistent tests, two of which have asymptotic normal distribu-
tions under H0 and one has a non-normal asymptotic null distribution. For
one of the consistent tests with asymptotic normal distribution under H0 ,
we provide a simple way to implement it, i.e., by an artificial regression.
Motivated by the fact that in practice, most of the distributions under
testing contain unknown parameters, we extend some of the results developed
for testing the simple null hypothesis H0 to testing a composite null
hypothesis, where the null model contains a finite number of unknown para-
meters. Specifically, we obtain a consistent test for the composite null
hypothesis that can be regarded as an extension of the test in Eubank and
LaRiccia (1992). This test has several advantages over the existing tests
based on empirical distribution functions such as the Crame rvon Mises
test: First, unlike the Crame rvon Mises test for a composite null hypo-
thesis, - n-consistent estimation of the unknown parameters does not affect
the asymptotic null distribution of our test statistic; Second, the asymptotic
critical values of our test are easily obtained from the standard normal
distribution; Third, our test can be conveniently implemented by an artificial
regression. Thus, existing regression packages can be used to compute the
test statistic; Finally and most importantly, like the test in Eubank and
LaRiccia (1992), our test is more powerful against high frequency alternatives
than tests based on empirical distribution functions which effectively only
use information contained in the low frequencies (see also Fan (1996)).
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
reviews some existing work on applications of the Empirical Characteristic
Function (ECF) in estimation and hypotheses testing. It also proposes a
test statistic for H0 by measuring the discrepancy between the ECF and
the characteristic function of F0( } ). Section 3 examines the null asymptotic
distribution of the test statistic under different conditions and discusses
the consistency property of the resulting tests. Section 4 extends some of
the results in previous sections to testing a composite null hypothesis. The
technical proofs are collected in the last section.
2. THE ECF AND THE TEST STATISTIC
Let C( } ) denote the characteristic function of F( } ), i.e.,
C(t)=E[exp(it$X)]=| exp(it$x) dF(x), t # Rd.
Similarly, let C0( } ) be the characteristic function of F0( } ). In view of the
one-to-one correspondence between distribution functions and characteristic
functions, H0 is equivalent to H$0 : C(t)=C0(t) for t # Rd.
To construct a test for H$0 , we first estimate C(t) consistently by the
ECF, Cn(t) (say), defined as
Cn(t)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
exp(it$Xj)=_1n :
n
j=1
cos(t$Xj)&+i _1n :
n
j=1
sin(t$Xj)& , (2)
and then measure the closeness between the possibly complex-valued func-
tions Cn( } ) and C0( } ). Throughout the rest of this paper, we will denote
respectively the real part and the imaginary part of a characteristic
function, C(t) (say), by Re C(t) and Im C(t).
The asymptotic properties of the ECF including consistency and the
asymptotic distribution were studied extensively in Feuerverger and Mureika
(1977), Feuerverger and McDunnough (1981a, b). It has mainly been used
in the estimation of unknown parameters in the stable law family and the
mixture distributions which could not be treated conveniently by alter-
native methods. However, Feigin and Heathcote (1976), Feuerverger and
Mureika (1977), Heathcote (1972), Hall and Welsh (1983), Baringhaus
and Henze (1988), and Feuerverger (1993), among others, applied the ECF
in hypotheses testing. Feigin and Heathcote (1976) proposed to test H0
based on comparing Im Cn(t) (or Re Cn(t)) with Im C0(t) (or Re C0(t)) for
a fixed t. They showed that by choosing t appropriately, their test based on
the ECF can be more powerful than those based on the Durbin and Knott
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components of the Crame rvon Mises statistic. However, their test is not
a consistent test against H1 . Feuerverger and Mureika (1977) constructed
a symmetry test based on a weighted version of the integrated squared
difference between Im Cn( } ) and zero. This was suggested by the fact that
a characteristic function is real iff the corresponding distribution function
is symmetric about the origin. Hall and Welsh (1983) proposed a test for
univariate normality against the alternative that the underlying distribution
is long-tailed. It is based on the behaviour of the ECF in the neighbour-
hood of the origin and is not applicable to testing for distributions other
than normality. Feuerverger (1993) applied the ECF to tests of bivariate
dependence which is based on the fact that two random variables are
independent iff their joint characteristic function is the same as the product
of the two univariate characteristic functions. The papers that are most
closely related to ours are Heathcote (1972) and Baringhaus and Henze
(1988) who also developed goodness-of-fit tests by comparing Cn( } ) and
C0( } ). However, the tests in Heathcote (1972) are not consistent against
the general alternative H1 , since they are based on the comparison of Cn(t)
and C0(t) for a fixed t. The test in Baringhaus and Henze (1988) is a
consistent test for multivariate normality. It is based on a weighted inte-
grated squared difference between the ECF of the standardized data and
the characteristic function of the standard multivariate normal distribution.
In principle, the test in Baringhaus and Henze (1988) can be extended to
that of an arbitrary F0( } ), although in general the computation of the test
statistic would require evaluating a d-dimensional integral, and the
asymptotic distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis would
be non-normal.
In this paper, we propose a test for H0 on the basis of a quadratic
measure between Cn( } ) and C0( } ) evaluated at m points, t1 , ..., tm # Rd,
where m is a positive integer. To obtain consistency, we let m#mn   as
n  .
Let
Zn(t m)=
Re Cn(t1)
, Z0(t m)=
Re C0(t1)
, Z(t m)=
Re C(t1)
,
Re Cn(t2) Re C0(t2) Re C(t2)
b b b
Re Cn(tm) Re C0(tm) Re C(tm)
Im Cn(t1) Im C0(t1) Im C(t1)
Im Cn(t2) Im C0(t2) Im C(t2)
b b b
Im Cn(tm) Im C0(tm) Im C(tm)
(3)
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where
Re Cn(t)=n&1 :
n
j=1
cos(t$Xj),
Im Cn(t)=n&1 :
n
j=1
sin(t$Xj), and t m=(t1 , ..., tm)$.
Since E[Cn(t)]=C(t), we have
Zn(t m)&Z(t m)=
1
n
:
n
j=1_
cos(t$1Xj)&E[cos(t$1 Xj)]
&#1n :nj=1 Yj (t m). (4)
b
cos(t$mXj)&E[cos(t$mXj)]
sin(t$1Xj)&E[sin(t$1Xj)
b
sin(t$mXj)&E[sin(t$mXj)]
Let 00(t m)=Var[Yj (t m)] be the covariance matrix of Yj (t m) under H0 .
It can be shown that 00(t m) contains the following elements:
Cov[cos(t$X1), cos(s$X1)]
= 12 [Re C0(t+s)+Re C0(t&s)&2Re C0(t) Re C0(s)]
Cov[cos(t$X1), sin(s$X1)]
= 12 [Im C0(t+s)&Im C0(t&s)&2Re C0(t) Im C0(s)]
Cov[sin(t$X1), sin(s$X1)]
= 12 [Re C0(t&s)&Re C0(t+s)&2Im C0(t) Im C0(s)] (5)
Var[cos(t$X1)]
= 12 [1+Re C0(2t)&2[Re C0(t)]
2]
Var[sin(t$X1)]
= 12 [1&Re C0(2t)&2[Im C0(t)]
2].
It is important to note that in general Var[Yj (t m)] with respect to the true
distribution function F( } ) contains the same elements as those in (5) with
C0( } ) being replaced by C( } ).
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We define the test statistic as
Tn=[Zn(t m)&Z0(t m)]$ 0&120 (t m) W(t m , *) 0
&12
0 (t m)[Zn(t m)&Z0(t m)],
(6)
where 0&120 (t m) is such that 0
&12
0 (t m) 00(t m) 0
&12
0 (t m)=I; the identity
matrix, W(t m , *) is a diagonal weight matrix with non-negative diagonal
elements which may depend on either m or * (not both), and *=*n  0,
as n  . The role of the weight matrix W(t m , *) is to direct power of the
test based on Tn towards different frequencies.
To close this section, we will consider several special cases of Tn . All
these tests are one-dimensional tests for uniformity. They resemble the
Crame rvon Mises test and the tests of Eubank and LaRiccia (1992). Thus,
to apply any of these tests, one must transform the data to uniform (0, 1)
random variables. Throughout the rest of this paper, the arguments of Zn ,
Z0 , Z, Yj , 00 , and W are omitted. All the limits are taken as n  , unless
stated otherwise. M denotes a generic positive constant. *max(A) and
*min(A) represent the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of the matrix A.
Examples. Let d=1, F0(x)=x for 0x1. Then C0(t)=sin(t)t+i
[1&cos(t)]t for t{0 and C0(0)=1. Choose tj=2j? for j=1, ..., m. Then,
it is easy to see from (5) that 00=0.5I. Further, one can show that Z0=0.
Thus, the test statistic defined in (6) reduces to
Tn= :
m
j=1
Wj[- 2 Re Cn(2j?)]2+ :
m
j=1
Wm+ j[- 2 Im Cn(2j?)]2, (7)
where Wj is the j th diagonal element of W, Re Cn(2j?)=n&1
nk=1 cos(2j?Xk), and Im Cn(2j?)=n
&1 nk=1 sin(2j?Xk). By choosing a
different weight matrix W, one can obtain various different goodness-of-fit
tests from (7). Some are given below.
(1) Let Wj=( j?)&2=Wm+ j for j=1, ..., m. Then, (7) implies that
Tn= :
m
j=1
1
( j?)2
(a~ 2jn+b
2
jn),
where a~ jn=n&1 nk=1 [- 2 cos(2j?Xk)] and b jn=n&1 nk=1 [- 2 sin(2j?Xk)].
Let m=. It is easy to see that nTn is similar to the Crame r
von Mises statistic, which has the form: n j=1 a
2
jn ( j?)
2, where a jn=
n&1 nk=1 [- 2 cos( j?Xk)].
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(2) Let Wj=1=Wm+ j for j=1, ..., m. Then nTn=n mj=1 (a~
2
jn+b
2
jn)
resembles the test statistic of Eubank and LaRiccia (1992), where the latter
was derived from the cosine series estimation of the comparison density
function d( } ) in (1). If instead one starts from the complete Fourier series
(cosine and sine) estimation of d( } ), then one would get nTn . The test
based on nTn is also a special case of Neyman’s smooth test of fit. See
Rayner and Best (1989).
(3) Let Wj=(1+*j2)&2=Wm+ j for j=1, ..., m. Then the test statistic
nTn with m=n corresponds to the statistic Sn* in Eubank and LaRiccia
(1992) which can be derived from spline estimation of the comparison
density function (except that only cosine series are used in Sn*).
(4) Directional tests. The tests reviewed so far are consistent tests. If
one is interested in detecting specific alternatives to H0 , then directional
tests may be useful. For example, if interest is in detecting low (high)
frequency alternatives, then one can give zero weight to Re Cn(2j?) and
Im Cn(2j?) for large (small) j. The tests in Heathcote (1972) give zero
weight to all but one such term. Therefore, they are not consistent tests.
Remark 2.1. Given the close similarity between Examples (1), (2), and
(3) to the Crame rvon Mises statistic and the two test statistics in Eubank
and LaRiccia (1992), respectively, it is not difficult to show that they have
similar properties. In particular, the test in (2) is more powerful than that
in (1) against high frequency alternatives. Moreover, by comparing (6), in
particular (7), with the Durbin and Knott decomposition of the Crame r
von Mises statistic given in Examples (1), one can see that the Crame r
von Mises test for H0 can be regarded as a special case of our test Tn (see
also Feigin and Heathcote (1976)). By choosing a different weight matrix
W in Tn , one can obtain more powerful tests than the Crame rvon Mises
test.
3. THE NULL ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION
The asymptotic distribution of Tn under the null hypothesis depends on
m (or *) and the weight matrix W. In this section, we will consider three
cases corresponding to directional tests (m is finite and does not depend
on n); consistent tests with asymptotic normal distribution under H0
(m#mn   or *#*n  0 and W satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.2
or Theorem 3.3); and consistent tests with asymptotic null distribution
given by that of an infinite weighted sum of independent /2[1] random
variables (m   and W satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.4). Examples of
these three cases are given respectively in Examples (4), Examples (2) and
(3), and Examples (1) at the end of the last section.
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3.1. Directional Tests
Directional tests are designed to detect a finite number of departures
from the null hypothesis. They are useful when one has some information
about the alternatives. In this subsection, we will study the distribution of
Tn when m is finite. Hence, the test derived is a directional test.
It follows from the multivariate central limit theorem that under H0 ,
- n(Zn&Z0) is asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean
and covariance matrix given by 00 . Therefore, 0&120 [- n(Zn&Z0)] is
asymptotically normal with zero mean and identity covariance matrix.
Thus, Tn is asymptotically distributed as a weighted sum of independent
/2[1] random variables under H0 .
Proposition 3.1. Suppose m is a finite integer and W does not depend
on *. Then under H0 , nTn  2mj=1 Wj/
2
[1], j in distribution, where /
2
[1], j ’s are
independent /2 random variables with one degree of freedom for j=1, ..., 2m.
In addition, if W is idempotent with rank K, then nTn  /2[K] in distribution.
For a general weight matrix W, we need to know the critical values of
the distribution of the random variable 2mj=1 Wj/
2
[1], j . Such distributions
have been extensively studied. For a detailed survey of the results available,
see Johnson, Kotz, and Balakrishnan (1994). Proposition 3.1 extends some
smooth type tests of Neyman (1937) to testing multivariate distributions. If
m=1, W1=0, W2=1 (W1=1, W2=0), and t1=t2 (t2=t2), then the
above proposition extends the tests of Heathcote (1972) to the multivariate
context.
3.2. Consistent Tests I
If one has little knowledge about the alternatives, then consistent tests
are preferable to directional tests. In this part, we let m#mn   and
derive the asymptotic distribution of Tn for two cases which generalize
Examples (2) and (3) respectively.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that *min(00)M. If - tr(W4)[tr(W 2)]  0
and m2n  0, then under H0 ,
nTn&tr(W )
- 2tr(W2)
 N(0, 1), in distribution.
If, in addition, - tr(W 2)n  0 and tr(W )n  0, then Tn=Op([- tr(W2)+
tr(W )]n)=op(1).
Theorem 3.2 suggests that we reject H0 at significance level : if nTn>
tr(W )+z: - 2 tr(W 2), where z: is the upper :-percentile of the standard
normal distribution.
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Example (2). Since 00=0.5I, we have *min(00)=1. Also, it is easy to
see that tr(W4)=tr(W2)=tr(W)=2m. Thus, the conditions of Theorem 3.2
are satisfied if m   and m2n  0. Consequently, under H0 , (nTn&2m)
(2 - m)  N(0, 1) in distribution.
The above test extends that in Eubank and LaRiccia (1992) to the multi-
variate context and to the general weight matrix W, and is thus more
powerful against high frequency alternatives than tests based on empirical
distribution functions. In practice, to implement this test, one needs to
choose a value for m. In the univariate context, several methods have
been proposed to choose m for Examples (2). For instance, Eubank and
LaRiccia (1992) propose to select m for the test in Examples (2) via cross-
validation criterion so as to minimize the mean integrated squared error of
a Fourier series density estimator; Ledwina (1994) and Kallenberg and
Ledwina (1995) propose to choose m for Neyman’s smooth test which
includes Examples (2) as a special case via Schwarz’s Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC); Fan (1996) suggests a simple method for choosing m
for Neyman’s smooth test based on power considerations; Bickel and Ritov
(1992) make a similar recommendation. The simulation results in Kallenberg
and Ledwina (1995) show that among the above suggestions except that in
Fan (1996), the BIC performs best in general. No comparison has yet been
made about the performance of the BIC and the suggestion in Fan (1996).
It may be possible to extend some of these techniques to the multivariate
context and to the general test based on Tn . This issue is currently under
investigation by the author.
One of the assumptions in Theorem 3.2 is m2n  0, which is clearly
violated by Examples (3) given m=n for this example. The next theorem
gives the asymptotic distribution of Tn when m=n. Denote 0&120 Y1 by V1
and the j th element of V1 by V1, j for j=1, 2, ..., 2m.
Theorem 3.3. Let m=n and W depends on a continuous parameter
*#*n  0. If the following conditions are satisfied: E[|V1, j |4]M for
j=1, ..., 2n, - tr(W4)[tr(W2)]  0, and [tr(W )][n14 - tr(W 2)]  0,
then under H0 ,
nTn&tr(W )
- 2 tr(W2)
 N(0, 1), in distribution.
If, in addition, - tr(W 2)n  0 and tr(W )n  0, then Tn=Op([- tr(W2)+
tr(W )]n)=op(1).
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Example (3). Given 00=0.5I, we get V1=- 2 Y1 . Hence, E[|V1, j | 4]
=4E |Y1j | 4]4. It follows from Eubank and LaRiccia (1992) that
tr(W )=2 nj=1 (1+*j
2)&2=2*&12 0 (1+ y
2)&2 dy[1+o(1)], tr(W2)=
2 nj=1 (1+*j
2)&4=2*&12 0 (1+ y
2)&4 dy[1+o(1)]. Similarly, one can
show that tr(W4)=2 nj=1 (1+*j
2)&8=2*&12 0 (1+ y
2)&8 dy[1+o(1)].
Thus, the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied as long as the parameter
* satisfies n*  .
3.3. Consistent Tests II
The asymptotic distribution of Tn under H0 may not always be normal
as expected from that of the Crame rvon Mises test. The following result
provides conditions under which the asymptotic distribution of Tn is
well-defined and non-normal.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that Wj does not depend on * and W j=limm   Wj
exists for j=1, ..., 2m. If as m   (or m=), lim tr(W )<, lim tr(W 2)
<, tr(W&W )  0, and tr[(W&W 2]  0, then nTn  j=1 W j/
2
[1], j in
distribution under H0 .
It is obvious that the test statistic in Examples (1) satisfies the conditions
of Theorem 3.4 and hence follows asymptotically the distribution of an
infinite weighted sum of independent /2[1] random variables with weights
given by ( j?)&2.
The last result of this section shows that under appropriate conditions
the tests in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 are consistent for H0 against H1 .
Theorem 3.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, or Theorem 3.3,
or Theorem 3.4, and H1 , if the conditions
1
n
tr[W0&120 00
&12
0 ]  0, (8)
1
n
(Z&Z0)$ 0&120 W0
&12
0 00
&12
0 W0
&12
0 (Z&Z0)  0, (9)
lim
n  
[(Z&Z0)$ 0&120 W0
&12
0 (Z&Z0)]>0, (10)
are satisfied, where 0=E(Y1Y$1 | H1), then P(Sn>Mn)  1, where Sn #
[nTn&tr(W)]- 2 tr(W2) and Mn=o([- tr(W2)n]&1) for Theorems 3.2
and 3.3; Sn #nTn and Mn=o(n) for Theorem 3.4.
From the proof of Theorem 3.5, it is clear that the condition in (10) is
very crucial to the consistency of our tests. By choosing t1 , ..., tm
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appropriately, we can relate (Z&Z0) to the vector of the first 2m Fourier
coefficients of [ f (x)& f0(x)], where f ( } ) and f0( } ) are the respective prob-
ability density functions of F( } ) and F0( } ). For example, if the support
of X is bounded, say >dk=1 [0, 2?] without loss of generality, then
[ f (x)& f0(x)] can be approximated arbitrarily closely by its Fourier series
expansion (see Tolstov (1962)). For this, let tj be a multi-index, i.e., a
d-vector with integer components, j=1, 2, ..., m. For instance, t$j=(5, 2, 7)
or t$j=(&4, 0, 6) are examples of multi-indexes for d=3. The length of tj
is defined as |tj |=dk=1 |tjk | , where t$j=(tj1 , ..., tjd). Suppose t1 , ..., tm
are such that they include all the multi-indexes with length greater than
zero and less than or equal to m. Then, (2?)&d mj=1 [C(tj)&C0(tj)]
exp(&it$jx) is the partial sum of the Fourier series of [ f (x)& f0(x)]. Thus,
(2?)&d (Z&Z0) is the vector of the first 2m Fourier coefficients of
[ f (x)& f0(x)]. Since under H1 , [ f (x)& f0(x)]{0, it must have at least
one nonzero Fourier coefficient. Also, since m  , we can always choose
m large enough such that Z&Z0 {0. Therefore, under appropriate condi-
tions on W and 00 , we would expect (10) to hold.
Remark 3.1. It is important to note that there does not exist a constant
term in the Fourier series of [ f (x)& f0(x)], since  [ f (x)& f0(x)] dx=0.
In the following, we verify conditions (8)(10) for Examples (1)(3)
presented in the end of Section 2. Recall for these examples, f0(x)=1 for
0x1, tj=2j? for j=1, ..., m, 00=0.5I, Z0=0, and
Z$=_|
1
0
cos(2?x) f (x) dx, ..., |
1
0
cos(2m?x) f (x) dx,
|
1
0
sin(2?x) f (x) dx, ..., |
1
0
sin(2m?x) f (x) dx& .
From Tolstov (1962), we know that
:

j=1 {_- 2 |
1
0
cos(2j?x) f (x) dx&[- 2 cos(2j?x)]
+_- 2 |
1
0
sin(2j?x) f (x) dx&[- 2 sin(2j?x)]=
is the Fourier series expansion of [ f (x)&1].
Example (2). Since W=I2m , we have by Parseval’s identity,
limm   [Z$0&120 W0
&12
0 Z]=
1
0 [ f (x)&1]
2 dx>0 under H1 . Thus, (10)
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holds. Under the condition m2n  0, (8) and (9) also hold. Specifically,
for (8), we have n&1 tr(W0&120 00
&12
0 )=n
&1 tr(0)=n&1 tr(E[Y1Y$1])=
n&1E[tr(Y1Y$1)]=n&1E(Y$1Y1)n&1Mm  0. Similarly, n&1Z$W0WZ=
n&1E[(Y$1 Z)2]n&1Mm2  0.
Example (3). Assume * is such that *  0 and n*  . Since Wj=
Wn+ j=(1+*j2)&2 for j=1, ..., n, we get n&1 tr(W0)=n&1E[Y$1WY1]
2Mn&1 nj=1 (1+*j
2)&2=O((*n2)&12)=o(1). Thus, (8) holds. Similarly,
the left hand side of (9) equals n&1E[[Y$1WZ]2]Mn&1[tr(W )]2=
O((n*)&1)=o(1). Lastly, as in Eubank and LaRiccia (1992), one can show
that Z$WZ&Z$Z=O(*12)=o(1). Since 2Z$Z  10 [ f (x)&1]
2 dx>0,
(10) holds.
Example (1). Similar to the above two examples, we have: (a)
n&1 tr(W0)=n&1E[Y$1WY1]Mn&1 j=1 ( j?)
&2=O(n&1)=o(1). Thus,
(8) holds; (b) n&1Z$W0WZMn&1[tr(W )]2=O(n&1), i.e., (9) holds;
(c) Z$WZ=j=1 ( j?)
&2 (Z2j, 1+Z
2
j, 2)>0, since by Parseval’s identity,
there must be at least one j such that Zj, 1 {0 or Zj, 2 {0 under H1 , where
Zj, 1=10 cos(2j?x) f (x) dx and Zj, 2=
1
0 sin(2j?x) f (x) dx.
Remark 3.2. For tests with W=I, there is a convenient way of imple-
menting them by artificial regressions. Consider the regression model:
1=#$Yj (t m)+=j , j=1, ..., n, where # is the vector of unknown parameters
of dimension 2m_1 and Yj (t m)=[cos(t$1Xj)&Re C0(t1), ..., cos(t$mXj)&
Re C0(tm), sin(t$1Xj)&Im C0(t1), ..., sin(t$pmXj)&Im C0(tm)]$. Let #^ be the
OLS estimator of #, SSR be the sum of squared residuals, and R2 be the
unadjusted coefficient of determination. To carry out directional tests (m is
finite), one can simply test the significance of one or several components of
# by t-test or F-test. For consistent tests, one can show by following the
proof in Hong (1993) for d=1 that under the conditions of Theorem 3.2,
m3n  0, and H0 ,
nR2&2m
2 - m
=
n&2m&SSR
- m
 N(0, 1), in distribution.
4. THE COMPOSITE NULL HYPOTHESIS
In this section, we extend some of the results in the previous sections to
testing a composite null hypothesis
H c0 : F(x)=F0(x, ;0) for some ;0 # B/R
p,
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versus the alternative
H c1 : F(x){F0(x, ;) for all ; # B,
where B is bounded.
Let C0(t, ;)= exp(it$x) dF0(x, ;), 00(t m , ;)=Var[Yj (t m) | F0( } , ;)],
i.e., the covariance matrix of Yj (t m) taken with respect to distribution
function F0( } , ;), and
Z0(t m , ;)=[Re C0(t1 , ;), ..., Re C0(tm , ;), Im C0(t1 , ;), ..., Im C0(tm , ;)]$.
Let W=I2m . Then the extension of Tn defined in (6) to testing H c0 versus
H c1 is
T n=[Zn(t m)&Z0(t m , ; )]$ 0 &1(t m)[Zn(t m)&Z0(t m , ; )], (11)
where ; is a consistent estimator of ;0 under H c0 and 0 (t m) is a ‘‘consis-
tent’’ estimator of 00(t m , ;0) under H c0 . In this paper, we consider two
alternative choices for 0 (t m):
Case (i): 0 (t m) is defined as
0 (t m)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
Y jY $j , (12)
where
Y j=
cos(t$1Xj)&n&1 :
n
j=1
cos(t$1 Xj)
. (13)
b
cos(t$mXj)&n&1 :
n
j=1
cos(t$mXj)
sin(t$1Xj)&n&1 :
n
j=1
sin(t$1 Xj)
sin(t$mXj)&n&1 :
n
j=1
sin(t$mXj)
Case (ii): 0 (t m)=00(t m , ; ), where the elements of 00(t m , ; ) are
given in (5) with C0( } ) being replaced by C0( } , ; ).
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To analyze the asymptotic distribution of T n under H c0 , we define
T n=[Zn(t n)&Z0(t m , ; )]$ 0&10 (t m , ;0)[Zn(t m)&Z0(t m , ; )], (14)
T 0n=[Zn(t m)&Z0(t m , ;0)]$ 0
&1
0 (t m , ;0)[Zn(t m)&Z0(t m , ;0)]. (15)
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that under H c0 : (nT
0
n&2m)(2 - m)  N(0, 1)
in distribution, if *min(00(t m , ;0))M, m  , and m2n  0. In Section 5,
we show that under H c0: (nT n&2m)(2 - m)&(nT 0n&2m)(2 - m)=op(1),
i.e., (T n&T 0n)=op((n- m)&1). Hence, we have
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that *min(00(t m , ;0))M, m  , and m3n  0.
In addition, (a) ; &;0=Op(n&12) under H c0 ; (b) C0(t, ;) is continuously
differentiable with respect to ; to second order, where the second order
partial derivatives, D2C0(t, ;), are dominated by a function g(t) satisfying
limn   n&1 mj=1 g
2(tj)<; and (c) the Fourier coefficients, D$C0(tj , ;0),
of D$f0(x, ;0) are of order O( j&1), where D$C0(tj , ;0) is the vector of first
order partial derivatives of C0(tj , ;) with respect to ; evaluated at ;0 . Then
under H c0 ,
nT n&2m
2 - m
 N(0, 1), in distribution.
Theorem 4.1 suggests that we reject H c0 at significance level : if nT n>
2m+2 - m z: , where z: is the upper :-percentile of the standard normal
distribution. This test extends that in Eubank and LaRiccia (1992) to the
multivariate context and to the composite null hypothesis, and is thus more
powerful than tests based on empirical distribution functions such as the
Crame rvon Mises test for high frequency alternatives. In addition, by
comparing Theorem 4.1 with Theorem 3.2, we can draw the following
important conclusion: replacing the unknown parameter ;0 in the
composite null hypothesis H c0 by a - n-consistent estimator ; does not
affect the asymptotic null distribution of the test statistic T n in contrast to
the existing tests based on empirical distribution functions such as the
Crame rvon Mises test. This is a desirable property because it implies that
to implement our test in practice, one can simply replace the nuisance
parameter with a - n-consistent estimate and compare the resulting value
of the test statistic with the appropriate critical value of the standard
normal distribution. However, to apply the Crame rvon Mises test, one
has to estimate the critical values for each data set, because they depend on
the estimate of the nuisance parameter. In addition, one can also show that
Remark 3.2 on implementing the test by artificial regressions carries over to
the composite null hypothesis. Hence, existing regression packages can be
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used to compute the test statistic T n , which along with the easy access-
ability of the critical values of the standard normal distribution, makes our
test easier to use in practice than the Crame rvon Mises test.
5. APPENDIX A
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Note that under H0 : Z0=Z. Thus, it follows
from (6) that
Tn =(Zn&Z)$ 0&120 W0
&12
0 (Zn&Z)
=
1
n2
:
n
j=1
Pn(Yj , Yj)+
2
n2
 :
1 j<kn
Pn(Yj , Yk), (16)
where Pn(Yj , Yk)#Y$j0&120 W0&120 Yk is symmetric in Yj and Yk and
satisfies E[Pn(Yj , Yk) | Yj]=0 for j{k. Let Un # 1 j<kn Pn(Yj , Yk).
Then, Theorem 1 in Hall (1984) states that for a symmetric function
Pn(Yj , Yk) with E[Pn(Y1 , Y2) | Y1]=0 almost surely and E[P2n(Y1 , Y2)]
< for each n, the degenerate U-statistic Un (apart from the multiplica-
tion factor 2(n(n&1))) is asymptotically normally distributed with zero
mean and variance given by 2&1n2E[P2n(Y1 , Y2)] if the following condition
holds:
[E[G2n(Y1 , Y2)]+n
&1E[P4n(Y1 , Y2)]]
[E[P2n(Y1 , Y2)]]
2  0; (17)
where Gn(x, y)#E[Pn(Y3 , x) Pn(Y3 , y)].
It is easy to show that under H0 , E[P2n(Y1 , Y2)]=tr(W
2) and Gn(x, y)
= y$0&120 W
20&120 x. Thus, E[G
2
n(Y1 , Y2)]=tr(W
4). Now we evaluate
E[P4n(Y1 , Y2)]:
First, note that
Pn(Y1 , Y1)=|Y$1 0&120 W0
&12
0 Y1 |
&Y$10&10 Y1& &W&&Y$1Y1& *max(0&10 ) &W&Mm &W&,
where we have used the assumption *min(00)M and the fact that
&Y1&2=Y$1Y1
= :
m
j=1
[cos(t$j X1)&E[cos(t$jX1)]]2
+ :
m
j=1
[sin(t$jX1)&E[sin(t$jX1)]]2Mm.
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Hence, we get
|Pn(Y1 , Y2)|=|Y$1 0&120 W0
&12
0 Y2 |
&Y$10&120 W12& &W120&120 Y2&
=[Pn(Y1 , Y1) Pn(Y2 , Y2)]12
Mm &W&.
By using the above result and E[P2n(Y1 , Y2)]=tr(W
2), we get
E[P4n(Y1 , Y2)]M
2m2 &W&2 E[P2n(Y1 , Y2)]=M
2m2[tr(W2)]2.
Consequently, under the assumptions stated in Theorem 3.2, the left hand
side of equation (17) is of order [tr(W 4)+Mn&1m2[tr(W2)]2][tr(W2)]2
=o(1). Therefore, Un is asymptotically normally distributed with zero
mean and variance given by 2&1n2 tr(W2). Consequently,
n
- 2 tr(W2) _
2
n2
: :
1 j<kn
Pn(Yj , Yk)& N(0, 1), in distribution.
(18)
Now consider Sn #n[2 tr(W2)]&12 [n&2 nj=1 Pn(Yj , Yj)]: It is easy to
show that E[Sn]=tr(W)- 2 tr(W2) and
Var[Sn]=
1
2n tr(W2)
[E[(Y$1 0&120 W0
&12
0 Y1)
2]&[tr(W)]2]

1
2n tr(W2)
E[&Y$1 0&10 Y1 &
2 &W&2]=
1
2n
E[(Y$10&10 Y1)
2]

1
2n
E[&Y1&4 *2max(0&10 )]
Mm2
n
=o(1).
Therefore, Sn&tr(W)- 2 tr(W 2)=op(1), which together with (16) and
(18) yields the first result. The second result is an immediate consequence
of the first result and the last two assumptions stated in Theorem 3.2. K
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Given the assumption - tr(W4)[tr(W 2)]  0,
it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2 that in order for Eq. (18) to
hold, we only need to re-evaluate E[P4n(Y1 , Y2)] and show that
n&1E[P4n (Y1 , Y2)][E[P
2
n(Y1 , Y2)]]
2  0. For this purpose, note that the
assumption E[|V1, j | 4]M for j=1, ..., 2n implies |E(V1, j $V1, jV1, kV1, l)|
M for j $, j, k, l=1, ..., 2n. Hence,
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E[P4n(Y1 , Y2)]=E \ :
2n
j=1
V1, jV2, jWj+
4
= :
2n
j $=1
:
2n
j=1
:
2n
k=1
:
2n
l=1
E(V1, j $V1, jV1, k V1, l)
_E(V2, j $V2, j V2, kV2, l) Wj $WjWkWl
M \ :
n
j=1
Wj+
4
=M[tr(W)]4.
The above result and E[P2n(Y1 , Y2)]=tr(W
2) imply
E[P4n(Y1 , Y2)]
n[E[P2n(Y1 , Y2)]]
2
M[tr(W )]4
n[tr(W2)]2
 0, by assumption.
It remains to show that Var(Sn)  0, where Sn was defined in the proof
of Theorem 3.2. This is true given the assumptions E[ |V1, j | 4]M and
[tr(W )]- n12 tr(W2)  0, because
Var[Sn]
1
2n tr(W2)
E[(V$1 WV1)2]=
1
2n tr(W2)
E _\ :
n
j=1
WjV 21, j+
2
&

M[tr(W )]2
2n tr(W2)
=o(1). K
Proof of Theorem 3.4. From Proposition 3.1, it follows that for any
=>0 and any fixed m, there exists N such that n>N implies |,nm(t)&,m(t)|
<=2, where ,nm(t) is the characteristic function of nTn and ,m(t) is the
characteristic function of the random variable 2mj=1 Wj/
2
[1], j .
Now we show that under the assumptions stated in the theorem, the
random variable 2mj=1 Wj /
2
[1], j converges in mean square to the random
variable j=1 W j /
2
[1], j as m  . This follows by noting that
E _ :
2m
j=1
Wj /2[1], j& :

j=1
W j /2[1], j &= :
2m
j=1
(Wj&W j)& :

j=2m+1
W j
=tr(W&W )& :

j=2m+1
W j  0,
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and
Var _ :
2m
j=1
Wj /2[1], j& :

j=1
W j /2[1], j &
=Var _ :
2m
j=1
(Wj&W j) /2[1], j& :

j=2m+1
W j /2[1], j&
=2 :
2m
j=1
(Wj&W j)2+2 :

j=2m+1
W 2j
=2 tr[(W&W )2]+2 :

j=2m+1
W 2j  0.
Thus we can find M such that m>M implies |,m(t)&,(t)|<=2, where
,(t) is the characteristic function of the random variable j=1 W j /
2
[1], j .
Therefore, |,nm(t)&,(t)|<=, completing the proof of the theorem. K
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Under the conditions in Theorems 3.2, 3.3, and
3.4, respectively, and those on Mn , we get P(Sn>Mn)=P(Tn>o(1)).
Thus, it suffices to show that under H1 , Tn approaches a positive number
in probability. However,
Tn&(Z&Z0)$ 0&120 W0
&12
0 (Z&Z0)
=(Zn&Z)$ 0&120 W0
&12
0 (Zn&Z)+2(Z&Z0)$ 0
&12
0 W0
&12
0 (Zn&Z)
#AT+2BT . (19)
By (10), we need to show AT=BT=op(1). First, AT=op(1), since
E[ |AT |]=tr[W0&120 E[(Zn&Z)(Zn&Z)$] 0
&12
0 ]
=tr _W0&120 E { 1n2 :
n
j=1
Yj Y$j = 0&120 &
=
1
n
tr[W0&120 00
&12
0 ]  0 by (8).
It remains to show that BT=op(1). This follows from
E[B2T]=(Z&Z0)$ 0
&12
0 W0
&12
0 E[(Zn&Z)(Zn&Z)$]
_0&120 W0
&12
0 (Z&Z0)
=
1
n
(Z&Z0)$ 0&120 W0
&12
0 00
&12
0 W0
&12
0 (Z&Z0)  0
by (9). K
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. For notational convenience, we let Zn=Zn(t m),
Z0(;)=Z0(t m , ;), and 0=00(t m , ;0). Note that T n&T 0n=(T n&T
0
n)+
(T n&T n). We will complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 by showing (T n&T 0n)=
op((n- m)&1) and (T n&T n)=op((n- m)&1) in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2,
respectively.
Proposition 5.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, (T n&T 0n)=
op((n- m)&1).
Proof. Note that from (14) and (15), we have
T n&T 0n= &2[Z0(; )&Z0(;0)]$ 0
&1
0 [Zn&Z0(;0)]
+[Z0(; )&Z0(;0)]$ 0&10 [Z0(; )&Z0(;0)]
# &2In(; )+IIn(; ). (20)
It suffices to show In(; )=op(m12n) and IIn(; )=op(m12n).
First we consider IIn(; ): From (20), it follows that
IIn(; )[Z0(; )&Z0(;0)]$ [Z0(; )&Z0(;0)] *max(0&10 )
M :
m
j=1
|C0(tj , ; )&C0(tj , ;0)| 2, (21)
where we get by Taylor series expansion
C0(tj , ; )&C0(tj , ;0)
=D$C0(tj , ;0)(; &;0)+ 12 (; &;0)$ D
2C0(tj , ;*)(;
 &;0), (22)
where ;
*
is between ; and ;0 .
Thus, substituting (22) into (21) and using assumptions (b) and (c) yield
IIn(; )M :
m
j=1
[ |D$C0(tj , ;0)(; &;0)|2
+ 14 |(; &;0)$ D
2C0(tj , ;*)(;
 &;0)|2]
=M :
m
j=1
[O( j&2) &; &;0&2+ g2(tj) Op(&; &;0&4)]
=Op(&; &;0&2)=Op(n&1)=op(m12n). (23)
Next, we show In(; )=op(m12n). We have from (20)
In(; )=
1
n
:
n
j=1
[Z0(; )&Z0(;0)]$ 0&10 Yj (;0)#
1
n
:
n
j=1
Aj (; ), (24)
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where
Yj (;0)=_cos(t$1Xj )&| cos(t$1 x) dF0 (x, ;0), ...,
cos(t$mXj)&| cos(t$mx) dF0(x, ;0), sin(t$1Xj)
&| sin(t$1 x) dF0(x, ;0), ..., sin(t$mXj)
&| sin(t$mx) dF0(x, ;0)]$.
Consider In(;)=n&1 nj=1Aj (;), where Aj (;)=[Z0(;)&Z0(;0)]$
0&10 Yj (;0). Note that for each ; # B, A1(;), ..., An(;) are i.i.d. with zero
mean and variance given by
_2n(;)#Var[A1(;)]=[Z0(;)&Z0(;0)]$ 0
&1
0 [Z0(;)&Z0(;0)] (25)
under H c0 . In addition, we have
Dn(;)#sup
j
|Aj (;)|=sup
j
|[Z0(;)&Z0(;0)]$ 0&10 Yj (;0)|
sup
j
[[Z0(;)&Z0(;0)]$ 0&10 [Z0(;)&Z0(;0)]]
12
_[Yj (;0)$ 0&10 Yj (;0)]
12
_n(;) sup
j
[Y$j (;0) Yj (;0) *max(0&10 )]
12M_n(;) m12, (26)
where we have used (25) and the fact that supj [Y$j (;0) Yj (;0)]Mm.
To show In(; )=op(m12n), we follow Hong (1993) by using the continuity
argument of Hall (1988):
Continuity Argument (c.f. Hall (1988, pp. 66-67). Suppose In(;), ; #
B/R p, is a random field satisfying the following conditions:
(C.1) for each *1>0, there exist M, *2>0 such that
E[ sup
;1, ;2 # B : &;1&;2&n&*2
|In(;1)&In(;2)|]Mn&*1;
(C.2) for all !, *>0, sup; # B P( |In(;)|>!)=O(n&*).
If B is bounded, then for all !, *, P(sup; # B |In(;)|>!)=O(n&*).
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First, we verify (C.1): For any ;1 , ;2 in a neighbourhood of ;0 , we have
from the definition of Aj (;):
|Aj (;2)&Aj (;1)|
=|[Z0(;2)&Z0(;1)]$ 0&10 Yj (;0)|
[[Z0(;2)&Z0(;1)]$ 0&10 [Z0(;2)&Z0(;1)]]
12
_[Y$j (;0) 0&10 Yj (;0)]
12
[[Z0(;2)&Z0(;1)]$ [Z0(;2)&Z0(;1)] *max(0&10 )]
12
_[Y$j (;0) Yj (;0) *max(0&10 )]
12
Mm12 { :
m
j=1
|C0(tj , ;2)&C0(tj , ;1)| 2=
12
Mm12Op(&;2&;1 &)
Op(n12 &;2&;1&) by (21), (23), and mn. (27)
Hence, |In(;2)&In(;1)|=Op(n12 &;2&;1 &), which implies that
sup
;1, ;2 # B : &;2&;1&n&*2
|In(;2)&In(;1)|=Op(n12&*2). (28)
If we take *1=*2&12, then (C.1) holds.
Next, we verify condition (C.2): By Bernstein’s inequality, for every !,
*>0,
P[ |[n&*_n(;)]&1 In(;)|>!]
2 exp {& n[!n
&*_n(;)]2
2_2n(;)+2Dn(;)[!n
&*_n(;)]3=
2 exp {& n[!n
&*]2 _2n(;)
2_2n(;)+2[M_n(;) m
12][!n&*_n(;)]3= by (26)
=2 exp {& n
1&2*!2
2+(2M!3) n&*m12=2 exp {&
n1&2*!2
2+Mn12&*=
=O(exp(&Mn12&*))=O(exp(&Mn=2)), (29)
where we have taken =2=12&*>0 so that *=(1&=)2.
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Let Bn(=)=[; # B : &;&;0&n&12+=2]. Thus, for large enough n, we
have ; # Bn(=). It remains to evaluate the order of sup; # Bn(=)_
2
n(;): From
(25), we have
sup
; # Bn(=)
_2n(;)= sup
; # Bn(=)
[Z0(;)&Z0(;0)]$ 0&10 [Z0(;)&Z0(;0)]
M sup
; # Bn(=)
[Z0(;)&Z0(;0)]$ [Z0(;)&Z0(;0)]
=M sup
; # Bn(=)
:
m
j=1
|C0(tj , ;)&C0(tj , ;0)| 2
=M sup
; # Bn(=)
O(&;&;0&2)=O(n&1+=) by (21) and (23).
(30)
Since (&*)+(&1+=)2=&1+=, we have from (29)
sup
; # Bn(=)
P( |(n&1+=)&1 In(;)|>!)=O(exp(&Mn=2)). (31)
Hence, condition (C.2) holds. By the continuity argument, we get sup; # Bn(=)
In(;)=op(n&1+=), which implies In(; )=op(n&1+=)=op(m12n) for sufficiently
small =.
Proposition 5.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, we have T n&T n
=op((n- m)&1).
Proof. Let 0 =0 (t m). From (13) and (14), we get
T n&T n=[Zn&Z0(; )]$ (0 &1&0&10 )[Zn&Z0(; )]
=T n[T &12n [Zn&Z0(; )]$ [0
&1
0 (00&0 ) 0
&1(00&0 ) 0&10 ]
_[Zn&Z0(; )] T &12n ]
+T n[T &12n [Zn&Z0(; )]$ [0
&1
0 (00&0 ) 0
&1
0 ]
_[Zn&Z0(; )] T &12n ]
#T n[| $n[0&120 (00&0 ) 0
&1(00&0 ) 0&120 ] | n
+| $n[0&120 (00&0 ) 0
&12
0 ] | n]
#T n[A 1+A 2], (32)
where | n=0&120 [Zn&Z0(; )] T
&12
n . Then &| n&=1. By following the
same proof as that of Remark 3.2, one can show that A 1=O(&00&0 &2)
and A 2=O(&00&0 &). Hence, we need to evaluate the order of &0 &00&
or E[&0 &00&2].
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Case (i). Recall from equations (12) and (13) that 0 =n&1 nj=1Y jY $j ,
where
Y j#
cos(t$1Xj)&n&1 :
n
j=1
cos(t$1 Xj)
b
cos(t$mXj)&n&1 :
n
j=1
cos(t$mXj)
sin(t$1Xj)&n&1 :
n
j=1
sin(t$1 Xj)
b
sin(t$mXj)&n&1 :
n
j=1
sin(t$mXj)
=Yj&n&1 :
n
j=1_
cos(t$1 Xj)&E cos(t$1Xj)
&
b
cos(t$mXj)&E cos(t$mXj)
sin(t$1 Xj)&E sin(t$1Xj)
b
sin(t$mXj)&E sin(t$mXj)
=Yj&n&1 :
n
j=1
Yj=Yj&(Zn&Z). (33)
Hence, under H c0 , we get from (33):
0 &00 =n&1 :
n
j=1
[Yj&(Zn&Z0(;0))][Yj&(Zn&Z0(;0))]$&E[YjY$j]
=n&1 :
n
j=1
[YjY$j&E(YjY$j)]&[Zn&Z0(;0)][Zn&Z0(;0)]$. (34)
Equation (34) implies
E[&0 &00&2]2E _"n&1 :
n
j=1
[YjY$j&E(YjY$j)]"
2
&
+2E[&(Zn&Z0(;0))(Zn&Z0(;0))$&2]
=O \m
2
n ++2E[&Zn&Z0(;0)&4], (35)
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where we have used the fact that
E _"n&1 :
n
j=1
[YjY$j&E(YjY$j)]"
2
&
=
1
2
tr[Var[Y1Y$1]]
1
n
tr[E[Y1 Y$1 Y1 Y$1]]
=
1
n
E[&Y1Y$1&2]
1
n
E[&Y1&4]
Mm2
n
.
Note that
E[&Zn&Z0(;0)&4]
=E[[(Zn&Z0(;0))$ (Zn&Z0(;0))]2]
=Mn&4 :
j
:
k
:
l
:
l $
E(Y$jYkY$lYl $)
=Mn&4 :
j
:
k
[E(Y$jYj Y$kYk)+E(Y$jYkY$k Yj)]
=Mn&4 :
j
E[(Y$jYj)2]+Mn&4 :
j
:
k{ j
E(Y$j Yj) E(Y$kYk)
+Mn&4 :
j
:
k
E[(Y$jYk)2]
=O \m
2
n3 ++O \
m2
n2 ++
M
n2
E[&Yj&2 &Yk &2]=O \m
2
n2 + . (36)
Therefore, we get from (35) and (36): E[&0 &00&2]=O(m2n), which
implies &0 &00&=Op(mn12).
Case (ii). Recall 0 =00(t m , ; ), where the elements of 00(t m , ; ) are
given in (5) with C0( } ) being replaced by C0( } , ; ). Let |0jk(; ) be the
( j, k) th element of 0 . Then similar to (23), one can show
&0 &00&={ :
2m
j=1
:
2m
k=1
[|0jk(; )&|0jk(;0)]2=
12
=Op \ mn12+ . (37)
Hence, we have A 1=Op(m2n) and A 2=Op(mn12). From Proposition 5.1
and Theorem 3.2, it follows that T n=Op(mn). Thus, (32) implies (n- m)
(T n&T n)=Op(m32n12)=op(1). K
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6. APPENDIX B:
Proof of Remark 3.2. This is similar to Hong (1993) and is included
here in order for the paper to be self-contained. Let Y=[Y1 , Y2 , ..., Yn]$
and @=(1, 1, ..., 1)$. Then the regression model in Remark 3.2 is equivalent
to @=Y#+=, where ==(=1 , ..., =n)$. Thus, #^=(Y$Y)&1 Y$@ and @^=Y#^. Note
that @^$@^= @^$@=@$Y ( Y$Y )&1 Y$@. Thus, by definition, SSR = ( @^&@)$ ( @^&@ ) =
&@^$@+n. Consequently, R2=1&SSRn= @^$@n=[@$Y(Y$Y)&1 Y$@]n. From
the definition of Tn (see Eq. (6)), we have Tn=(@$Y0&10 Y$@)n
2. Now let
0 =(Y$Y)n. Then
R2&Tn=
@$Y
n
(0 &1&0&10 )
Y$@
n
. (38)
Noting that
0 &1&0&10 =0
&1
0 (00&0 ) 0
&1(00&0 ) 0&10 +0
&1
0 (00&0 )0
&1
0 ,
we get from (38)
R2&Tn=Tn[A1+A2], (39)
where
TnA1=
@$Y
n
[0&10 (00&0 ) 0
&1(00&0 ) 0&10 ]
Y$@
n
, (40)
and
TnA2=
@$Y
n
[0&10 (00&0 ) 0
&1
0 ]
Y$@
n
. (41)
Now define |n=(0&120 Y$@)(n - Tn). Obviously, &|n&=1. In addition,
(40) implies
A1 =|$n[0&120 (00&0 ) 0
&1(00&0 ) 0&120 ] |n
&(00&0 ) 0&120 |n&2 *max(0 &1)
=tr(|$n0&120 (00&0 )(00&0 ) 0
&12
0 |n) *max(0
&1)
&|$n 0&10 |n& &00&0 &
2 *max(0 &1)
*max(0&10 ) &00&0 &
2 *max(0 &1). (42)
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Similarly, we have from (41),
A2 =|$n[0&120 (00&0 ) 0
&12
0 ] |n&|$n0&10 |n& &00&0 &
*max(0&10 ) &00&0 &. (43)
To complete the proof, we need to evaluate the order of &00&0 &
under H0 . Note that
E[&00&0 &2]=E _"1n :
n
j=1
[YjY$j&E(YjY$j)]"
2
&
=
1
n
tr[Var[Y1Y$1]]
1
n
tr(E[Y1Y$1Y1Y$1])
=
1
n
E[&Y1Y$1&2]
1
n
E[&Y1 &4]
M
n
m2. (44)
Thus, by the Chebyshev’s inequality, we have under H0 : &00&0 &=
Op(m - n). Therefore, it follows from (39)(44), the fact that *min(00)M
implies *max(0&10 )=1*min(00)=O(1) and *max(0
&1)=O(1) (by &00&0 &
=op(1) and Lemma A.4 in Newey (1993)), that
R2&Tn=TnOp \m
2
n
+
m
- n+=Tn Op \
m
- n+ . (45)
Since tr(W)=tr(W2)=2m, we have from Theorem 3.2: (nTn&2m)
(2 - m)  N(0, 1), which implies that Tn=Op(mn). Consequently, the
result follows from
n&2m&SSR
2 - m
&
nTn&2m
2 - m
=
n&SSR&nTn
2 - m
=
n(R2&Tn)
2 - m
=
n
2 - m
Tn Op \ m- n+
=Tn Op(n12m12)
=Op \m
32
n12 +=op(1),
where we have used equation (45), the assumption m3n  0, and the fact
that Tn=Op(mn) under H0 . K
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